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When it comes to this koan, if you are not already clear about the fundamental

principles of Tathagata Zen it is impossible to really get your hands around this koan.

This  is  why  I  have  spent  these  last  days  explaining  to  you  what  the  fundamental

principles  of  Tathagata  Zen  are.   The  word Tathagata  in  Tathagata  Zen refers  to  an

activity.  It refers to the activity of the Tathagata.  The activity of The Tathagata is the

activity that forms all of us and the world that we live in.  This is what I have been

talking to you about.  

When I say “us,” “All of us.  All of us who live in this world.”  I do not just mean

human beings.  I mean human beings and animals, birds, fish, mosquitoes, plants, and

even stones.  

All of us, all we existent beings are the same in that the moment we are born

already we have our home.  I think I told you that the very first day.  When it comes to

human beings we are all born naked, but,  although we are naked, we already have a

home.  

What is that place of residence?  What is our home?  According to the teaching of

Buddhism our home is the Great Cosmos itself.  And yet, when we are first born we all

have a limited cosmos, a limited universe as our home.  According to Buddhism we are

all similar in that when we are first born we are all born imperfect.  The home that we

have at the moment of our birth is also an imperfect home.  It is an incomplete world.

I have been telling you over the past days that we are all similar in that when we

are first born we are born as imperfect selves.  In Buddhism we say that not just people

have an "I am" self, but all existent beings have an "I am" self.  An ant has an "I am" and

a mosquito also has an "I am.”  All of these "I am" selves, when they first manifest, are
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imperfect.  But it is the very nature of every "I am" to go on to manifest the perfect self.

Therefore,  the  things  called  existent  beings,  all,  when  they  are  first  manifest,  are

imperfect, but it is also the very nature of us all to manifest the perfect state.  When we

die, we all manifest the complete condition.  Therefore in that sense we are all equal to

each other.  There are, actually, two senses in which we are all equal to each other; we

are all born as imperfect selves, we are the same in that we are all born as imperfect

beings, and also, we are also the same in that we will all come to manifest the state of not

needing to do living anymore, and in that state manifest the perfect self.  

The mysterious thing, however, is that it seems as if we are all different.  Stones

are  different  than  plants,  that  seem  different  from  ants,  that  seem  different  from

mosquitoes, that seem different from frogs, and so and so forth through fish, and birds,

animals, and people.  We all are different from each other, aren’t we?  To compare these

things in a simple way, plants, ants, frogs, snakes, birds, and animals, are, actually, all

different from each other.  Therefore the teaching of Buddhism says that we must find a

way to recognize these differences.  Although we are all equal, why is it that we are

different from each other.  Buddhism says that the reason why plants, ants, mosquitoes,

frogs, snakes, fish, birds, animals, and people are different is because there is an activity

occurring in our world that is the activity of evolution, or we could say the activity of

developing and advancing.

Even within the plant world there are many different kind of plants.  The insect

world also has many different types within it.  There are a lot of kinds of frogs, too, and

also many kinds of snakes in the snake world.  

The activity of evolution is what makes all of the differences.  These differences,

actually,  come about according to temporal differences (the different amounts of time

that  the  activity  of  evolution  has  functioned).   In  any  case,  because  the  activity  of

evolution is manifesting all of these differences we must find a way to recognize this

activity.

There are, as I said, many different kinds of plants.  These differences can be seen

to be occurring over a thousand or two thousand years.  For example, for one plant it

might take ten years from the time it appears to when its flower blooms, but that is just
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one kind of plant.

In any case, when the insect kingdom appears, that realm keeps the plant world as

its content.  In other words the insect kingdom appears with the plant world as its content,

and it uses the plant world for food.  Over a hundred years or so, many different types of

insects are manifest within the insect world. 

Then, again, a different world is manifest, with both the plant and insect worlds as

its content.  For example, if we can say there is an ant kingdom, then the ant kingdom

comes next.  Ants have plants and insects as their content.  

As this process progresses there are many different kingdoms like this that are

manifest: the frog realm, the snake realm and so forth.  They all, however, are the same in

that  each new more advanced kingdom includes  all  of the previous,  not as advanced

realms.   Each new more advanced world takes the not as advanced worlds as its food.

They are its content. There are many different philosophies and teachings in our world,

but I think it is fair to say that most all of them have forgotten all about this essential

thing: what do we eat in order to live?  Everything has the same origin, and from that

origin many and various world manifest, from the stone world all the way throughout the

plant world and insect world and also the worlds of fish, bird, animal, and people.  All of

these worlds are similar in that each more advanced realm has all of the previous realms

as its  content.   It  is  the very nature of any existent  being to  need to eat  in  order to

continue to exist.  The teaching of Buddhism says that the food any existent being has

consists of the other existences which were manifest prior to it in the process of evolving.

You have a source, you have an origin, and a plant and an insect and a frog and a

snake and a bird and an animal also have their own source.  All existent beings have a

source, and origin.  In this sense all existent beings are equal to each other, they equally

have a source.  

In Buddhism we don’t talk that much about rights, personal or political, and we

don’t talk that much about duty either.  I’m not sure, maybe Buddhism doesn’t include

these  concepts  of  authority  and power  and duty  at  all.   In  any case,  I  have  trouble

understanding them myself.  Perhaps this is a difference between the west and the east,

the Occident and the orient.  In the orient, these ideas weren’t developed much, but in the
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west authority and duty seem to be very clearly defined.  

Things that are highly evolved and things that are not highly evolved are the same

in that they have an origin, therefore they are equal.  Although they are equal to each

other, what do the more advanced ones eat?  They eat themselves, that is to say that they

eat those things that are the same as them because they have the same source as them.

Quite simply, Buddhism concludes that the food that the self eats is the self.  This is not

so easy to understand.  What about a little infant?  When it nurses at its mother’s breast, it

is eating its mother.  This is really an awesome question that we must face - what do you

eat in order to exist?  And the more you think about it the more difficult it gets, but for

today I’d simply like to teach you that you eat yourself, you eat your own origin in order

to continue to exist.  

However,  you don’t  have to eat forever.   Inevitably,  every existent being will

manifest  the  state  in  which  it  doesn’t  need  to  eat  anymore,  and  that  is  called  the

manifestation of the perfect self.  You don’t have to worry about anything.  Unfailingly

you will reach the place where you don’t have to eat anymore.  That is when you have

encountered the perfect self.  

An ant, in its ant-like way, will manifest the state where it doesn’t need to eat

anymore and meet the perfect self.  A snake, as a snake, will manifest the state where it

doesn’t need to eat anymore and through that will manifest the perfect self.  

People are different, though.  Although people reach that place where they don’t

have to eat anymore,  they reach that place where they don’t have to do growing and

developing anymore,  their  desire  is  so strong that  the people  around them tell  them,

“Keep eating, keep eating,” and so they have to.  Thinking that the person in question

will die if they don’t eat, they make efforts to make sure that the person eats.  

Buddhism, on the other hand, says there is no need to worry like that.  The state of

not needing to eat anymore will manifest naturally.  There is a natural place in which you

don’t need to do living anymore.  The question of eating and food is a very important

one, and it comes up over and over again in Zen history.  There is that famous Zen master

who said, “One day of not working is a day of not eating.”  This is pointing to the fact

that when the state manifests where you don’t need to work anymore, that is the same
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state wherein you don’t need to eat anymore.  

An ant manifests as an ant, and does the living activity as an ant.  But Buddhism

says  that  without  fail,  it  will  manifest  the  state  where  it  doesn’t  need  to  do  living

anymore.  That is the manifestation of the perfect self.  The same is true in the frog, bird,

and snake world.  Without fail, the perfect self will be manifest.  Animals and people are

the  same  in  this.   Without  fail,  absolutely  undoubtedly  every  existent  being  will

encounter the manifestation of the perfect self.  One way that Buddhism teaches about

this perfect state, this complete condition is to say that the complete condition manifests

when the origin no longer needs to do the activity of evolving, no longer needs to do the

activity of growing.  The state of perfection manifests when the origin doesn’t need to do

the activity of growing anymore, and that state of perfection, according to Buddhism, is a

new state of the origin.  All of these origins, whether it is in the ant, frog, snake, bird, or

human world are perfect.  Therefore, each perfection is absolutely equal to each other

perfection.  When the complete, perfect condition manifests, then the self has become the

perfect being.  It is of course not necessary for perfect beings to fight or war with each

other.  

On the other hand, when existent beings are manifesting their imperfect selves as

ants,  or  frogs,  or  snakes,  or  dogs,  or  cats,  or  birds,  or  fish,  or  people,  all  of  those

imperfect selves are different from each other.  You can’t say that an ant is equal to a

bird.  The state in which living is being done is not the perfect state.  The state in which

living doesn’t need to be done anymore, that is the perfect state.  

In  the  world  of  living,  in  the  world  in  which  we  must  do  living,  there  are

differences.  In other words, the self that must live, the self that is manifest in the world

of living must discriminate.  Buddhism says that in this world of differences, that is the

world of imperfect  of selves or living,  we must find a way to recognize differences.

Buddhism teaches that the selves manifest in the ant world are different than the snake

selves, and the bird selves are different than the snake selves as well.  The animal selves

are  different  than  the  bird  selves.   And  of  course,  the  human  selves  are  even  more

different!  

One essential difference that Buddhism says that we must learn to recognize is the
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difference between the imperfect world and the perfect world.  We have to learn to be

able to see clearly that the world that we need to live, the world of imperfect selves is

different that the world in which we don’t need to live anymore, the world of the perfect

self.  

The dog is barking, maybe that means that someone has come, so maybe someone

should go check.  Dogs are smarter than people, they know right away when something is

going on.  

Buddhism is the teaching that teaches about these two essential laws of nature: the

law of equality and the law of differences.   These days, the equality side seems very

popular.  Everyone loves to go around saying, “We must manifest equality.  Equality is

essential.”   And  that  is  fine,  Buddhism  has  always  taught  about  the  importance  of

understanding equality.  But if your understanding of equality negates differences, then

that is what we call in Buddhism ‘aku byodo’, wrongfully understood equality or evil

equality.  As I just said, if  your understanding of equality negates the fundamental law of

the nature of differences, then that is called evilly understood equality.  But if you truly

understand the principle  of equality,  then that  understanding will  bring you to a true

understanding of differences as well.  

Therefore if your understanding of differences negates the principle of equality,

that is also evil, that is called evil discriminating.  Equality without differences is called

evil  equality,  and  conversely  a  world  that  does  not  understand  equality  is  also  a

misunderstood world.  Equality without differences is evil equality, and discriminating

without the recognition of equality is evil discriminating.  That is an easy way to say it, I

suppose.   This is why Buddhism teaches about exactly what kind of a world the world of

equality is, the world of perfection, the world of completeness.  It also teaches what kind

of world the world of differences or discrimination is.  

Up through yesterday I have been telling you all  sorts of different things,  and

today my plan was to talk about exactly how the self appears and exactly how the self

disappears.  Today I appeared here planning to talk about these essential principles.  I

wanted to talk about exactly how the self appears and disappears, exactly how the perfect

self is manifest in the world of perfect equality, and exactly why it is inevitable that the
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self will come to live in the world of discriminations.

But the time is slipping through my fingers, we are already running out of time. If,

however  you were  really  paying attention  to  the  teishos  I  have  been giving  through

yesterday, you would already know the answers to these questions!  You would already

have manifested the wisdom that knows how it is that you are born and how it is that you

die.  You would know how it is that the perfect self of equality manifests and how it is

that the imperfect self in the world of distinctions manifests.  But it seems like you don’t

understand this.  Why?  

The thing that gets in your way of understanding, according to Buddhism, is that

we all have this deep tendency to unquestioningly acknowledge the existence of the “I

am” proclaiming self.  

What about a mirror?  How does a mirror function?  A mirror doesn’t recognize

anything that says “I am”, a mirror just reflects everything equally, a mirror has no need

to hate anything that it reflects.  Conversely to reflecting, we can see the function of the

mirror as embracing.  The mirror doesn’t have a need to reject anything it,  embraces

anything that appears in front of it.  This is the way that you should listen to teisho.  If

you can manifest a mind that is like a mirror, then you will understand teisho.  If your

heart can be like a mirror, then you will be able to grasp the meaning of teisho.

What is your mind?  Buddhism says that the activity of the origin, that is to say

the activity that forms everything, including you, can be personified.  When we personify

that activity of the origin we can call it the heart activity or the mind activity.  This is

what I have been talking about these past days.  I have been talking about how Buddhism

explains the activity of the origin.  The activity of the origin is comprised of two essential

opposing forces: the expanding and the contracting, the plus and the minus forces.  These

activities, working together, comprise the origin activity.  

Everybody has a heart, nobody doesn’t have a heart.  When you look carefully at

your heart activity, you will see that it is made of both plus and minus, both the tatha-gata

thus-going activity and the tatha-agata thus-coming activity.  

Here, where we are actually trying to practice the principles of Tathagata Zen, in

order to benefit our practice we sometimes call the plus, expanding activity the activity of
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the object and the minus, contracting activity the activity of the subject.  

The philosophical systems that were born in Greece, and also the ones born in

India, were similar in that they both talked about these things, the subject and the object.

However, the ways that they understood these things were different from each other.  The

Indian way of seeing the activity of subject and object and the Western, Greek or Middle

Eastern way of seeing these things were different from each other.

What is the difference?  The Buddhist point of view recognizes something that the

western point  of view does not recognize.   It  recognizes  something in the middle,  in

between subject and object.  According to Buddhism, when subject and object separate

from each other, always something manifests in between them, in the middle.  This is

where it gets really different, because Buddhism then says that this thing that manifests in

the middle between subject and object is in fact actually the true subject, and what are

ordinarily called subject and object are both the objects to that true subject.  

This  is  hard  to  understand.   I  guess  that’s  why  Westerners  always  say  that

Buddhism is hard to understand.  Therefore, what I was first calling subject and object,

when they separate from each other, both become the objects to the true subject that has

manifest in the middle in between them.  The manifestation that appears in the middle,

in-between, is an imperfect existence.  And yet its very nature is to go on and grow into

the perfect existence, the Almighty, the complete self.  What are ordinarily called subject

and object are both the objects to this true subject.  

If you are a beginning Zen student, especially if you are an American, I think this

is difficult for you to understand.  But I need for you to understand!  So I am battling, I

am trying my hardest to try to explain it to you in a way that you will understand.  It

doesn’t matter if it is only one person or two people that will give me the gift of finally

understanding this fundamental principle.  If only just person could understand it, that

would influence all of America and make America more beautiful.  

How does Buddhism teach about the subject and the object?  This is what I felt

like  I  really  needed to explain  to  you today.   Unfortunately,  the  introduction  to  this

subject took more than an hour, and now I can’t talk anymore.  But I will try just a little

bit.  
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To go back to the origin, the source, according to Buddhism the source is the heart

activity itself.  That is the source, therefore it is neither subject nor object.  However, it

does have both plus and minus as its content.  Because in the origin plus and minus are

completely unified, that state of the origin is called zero.  To really understand zero in the

Buddhist sense is really difficult, but Buddhism teaches about zero.  The perfect state is

zero,  that means the state in which it is not necessary to think.   But that state of no

thinking is not a dead state, it is a state of activity.  Buddhism says that the source is

acting repetitively, alternatingly, unifying plus and minus and having plus and minus face

one another.  Unifying and facing, over and over again.  This action is repeating over and

over again, but there is no will in this action.

This is the origin of everything.  There is nothing outside of it.  

If you want to think that there is something other than the origin, then I suppose

you can think that the origin is doing an activity of making all of those things its content.

Yesterday I spoke about how sometimes the plus activity is leading in the action of the

origin, and at those times the minus activity is also acting, helping and accompanying the

plus  activity  and the  culmination  of  that  process  is  called  the  ultimately  large.   The

ultimately large is referring to what you ordinarily call The Universe.   

When the  ultimately  large  manifests  that  is  when the  plus  activity,  the  living

activity does not need to do plus, does not need to do living anymore, and so it rests.

When plus, living, rests, then at once, minus, dying, contracting wakes up, and

begins to lead.  Therefore, in fact, actually, the plus activity cannot remain in a state of

rest.  He must also open up his eyes.  Now he must help his wife.  He must accompany

the minus, contracting, dying activity.  

The process of contracting, the process of dying continues until it culminates in

the  manifestation  of  the  state  in  which  dying  does  not  need  to  be  done  anymore,

contracting  does  not  need  to  be  done  anymore.   That  is  called  the  ultimately  small

universe.  The state of the source is when plus and minus are absolutely one, and that is

the state of the ultimately small that manifests through the minus activity leading.  This is

the root source.  This is the origin itself,  this  ultimately small.   The ultimately small

manifests  having taken the entire ultimately large,  greatest cosmos, and contracted it
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down, until finally the ultimately small is manifest.  

When the condition of the origin manifests.  It never fixates itself in that state.  It

always continues to act in order to manifest a new origin.  The activity of heart never

fixates.   It  always  acts,  because  it  always  must  manifest  a  new heart.   This  is  the

definition of mind, or heart according to Buddhism.

The heart activity is doing its original activity; plus and minus 

unifying and then becoming distinct from each other.  Plus and minus become

totally one, and then face each other, over and over again.  As that activity continues,

eventually this activity gives birth to a new manifestation.  That new manifestation is the

imperfect activity of heart.  

This part is something that you really have to take time to study.  It is not possible

to really get to the end of it in an hour.  We would need a whole semester of lectures, or a

whole year, or two years of lectures in order to really exhaust this subject.  

The original activity of heart is pure.  What “pure” means in this sense is that plus

and minus are acting will-lessly.  Buddhism says, however, that then, as plus and minus

work, doing the original activity of mind, manifesting the body of the heart activity, right

within that body of heart an incomplete, imperfect manifestation appears.  

This new, imperfect manifestation is an imperfect manifestation of heart, or mind.

This is what we mean by sentiment, emotion, or human will.  This is the root of human

feeling,  and human compassion.   You may call  it  what  you will,  imperfect  emotion,

imperfect loving feeling, imperfect feeling, imperfect will, but in any case the imperfect

activity of heart arises from the perfect activity of heart.  

You know exactly what this is like from your own experience.  You have all been

startled, and when you are really surprised you break into a cold sweat, or a hot sweat!

This is the same for the plus and minus activities.  Without fail,  as they work

together they will reveal this imperfect activity of heart, imperfect activity of mind.  It is

very important to really study this process, to analyze this process until you understand it

in detail.  

In Tathagata Zen, however, it is not enough just to study this.  You must come to

know how emotion arises through your own experience.  You must actually practice the
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arising of feeling, the arising of emotion, until you know it from your direct experience.  

Let’s go forward using the English word emotion, and we can say that emotion

manifests, and when it manifests it is the imperfect activity of heart and it has both plus

and minus as its content.  I spoke yesterday about how plus and minus meet each other,

and then break through that meeting.  When plus and minus break through each other, it

is through that that complete emotion manifests.  

It is really difficult to understand this, and so that is why it is necessary to take

time and teach about it, over and over again.  

The  emotion  develops  and  grows  more  and  more  until  finally  it  becomes

impossible for plus and minus to act in that world, and therefore it becomes necessary to

manifest a new world.  At this point is when we say that plus and minus have actually

separated from each other.  When plus and minus are truly separate from each other, not

just facing or distinct from each other but have actually separated from each other, that is

when emotion  has  manifest  clearly  in-between,  this  new unique  manifestation  called

emotion is now in-between them.  

It is not possible to really understand this part of the story unless you contemplate

it for yourself in zazen. 

This is when plus and minus are clearly separate from each other for the first time.

When plus and minus are separate from each other, that is when, for the first time, in-

between them imperfect space, and interval of space or an imperfect cosmos has been

manifest.  What we call imperfect space, or imperfect cosmos of course is the same as

this imperfect heart activity that I have been talking about.  It is imperfect, but it is the

heart activity.  The imperfect heart activity that manifests as imperfect space in-between

plus and minus is distinct from the complete, perfect activity of heart.  

How does that imperfect space come into being?  It is manifest through plus and

minus both giving a part of themselves to it, they both give of themselves and they both

give  and  equal  part  of  themselves.   This  is  the  very  foundation  of  the  “I  am”  self.

Therefore, right at the very moment when the “I am” is born, the plus activity and the

minus activity are also revealed for the first time, and they appear inside of that born self

and outside of that born self.  
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Mother is standing up outside of you and embracing you from the outside, and

father at the very same time is standing inside of you and embracing you from the inside.

The mother who is standing up embracing you from the outside is the minus activity,

albeit an imperfect minus activity because she has given away part of herself, and that

imperfect  minus  activity  embracing  from the  outside  is  called  the  future  activity  in

Buddhism.  

Similarly,  inside  of  you  is  the  imperfect  plus  activity,  the  expanding  father

activity, and that activity is called the activity that forms the past.  The mother, future

activity is on the outside embracing you, and the father, past activity, the imperfect plus

activity, is on the inside embracing you.

And what are you?  You are the present moment, you have the activity of the

present moment as your content.

That is the second time she rang the bell!  I guess I had better stop.

But please allow me just one more minute.  I mean, when I die there is going to be

nobody left who can talk about this stuff.

This is what I want you to manifest the wisdom that clearly knows.  I want you to

clearly know for yourself that you have the present time activity as your content, and that

mother embracing from the outside is the imperfect minus activity that is the future, and

father embracing from the inside is the imperfect plus activity that is the past.  You have

both plus and minus as your content.  

This is why when mothers and fathers look upon their own child they see their

child  as  God itself.   They naturally  fall  in  love with their  child  more than anything,

because the child has both plus and minus, but they have only plus or only minus.  

Now you should see clearly how Buddhism explains  subject  and object.   The

present moment born self, that is the true subject.  Past and future are both objects to that

self.  When the present moment born self makes all of plus and minus its content, makes

all of outside and inside its content, then past and future disappear for that self.   That is

when the “I am” self becomes the perfect self, that is when the “I am” self becomes God

itself.  

I am sorry that I took so long today.  It is because I spent all of that time on the
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introduction, so I am sorry, and I am also sorry that we never got to the koan itself.  But

next time I will try to talk about the koan.

The End  
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